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Abstract—Target tracking and localization are important applica-
tions in wireless sensor networks. In these applications, sensor nodes
collectively monitor and track the movement of a target. They have
limited energy supplied by batteries, so energy efficiency is essential
for sensor networks. Most existing target tracking protocols need to
wake up sensors periodically to perform tracking. Some unnecessary
energy waste is thus introduced. In this paper, an energy efficient
protocol for target localization is proposed. In order to preserve
energy, the protocol fixes the number of sensors for target tracking,
but it retains the quality of target localization in an acceptable
level. By selecting a set of sensors for target localization, the other
sensors can sleep rather than periodically wake up to track the target.
Simulation results show that the proposed protocol saves a significant
amount of energy and also prolongs the network lifetime.

Keywords—Coverage, energy efficiency, target localization, wire-
less sensor network.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, the advances and developments on wireless
communication technologies and embedded systems have

enabled the deployment of wireless sensor networks. Wireless
sensor networks are composed of a large number of small
sized devices powered by batteries and spread over a field
where needed to be monitored. Each sensor node is embedded
sensing, processing, and wireless communication function-
alities. Due to their cost are feasible and flexible, wireless
sensor network can be used in a variety of applications such
as military surveillance, event detection, target tracking, and
environmental monitoring [1].

In sensor networks, a source is defined as a sensor node
detecting a target and generating data to report the conditions
of the target; a sink is defined as an end user or a base station
that collects data from the sources. For a large sensor network,
multi-hop data forwarding is typically used to reach a distant
destination. The task of deployed sensor networks is to detect
specific events (intrusion, mobile targets, alarms, etc.) through
the measurement of variations for a given physical parameters
(temperature, humidity level, light intensity, etc.) on the time.
Therefore, wireless sensor networks are capable of collecting
the measurements and processing them based on the conditions
set of the filter. The sensors then distribute the collected data
through the network, finally reaching the sink.

In target tracking applications, the targets can be classified
into two kinds. One kind is external target source, such as
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intruders from boundary, wildlife in forests, or enemy tanks
in battlefield. The other kind is internal target source, such
as patients in hospital, animals which have been captured
by biology researchers releasing in the wilds, or firefighters
in a burning building, which may be equipped with known
signaling devices. Interesting events like movement of targets
can be monitored. The events happen irregularly with long
time intervals. The user might be only interested in the
occurrence of a certain event or a set of events. The monitoring
sensor network should take different appropriate strategies to
adapt to varying active frequencies of events. No matter how
often events happen, the networks should maintain a certain
degree of coverage as long as possible.

In most cases, sensor nodes are deployed in harsh envi-
ronments such as disaster area and toxic region. It seems
impractical to recharge or renew every battery for each node.
Thus, reducing the energy consumption of sensor nodes plays
a critical role in prolonging the network lifetime. However
existing target tracking protocols are not specifically designed
for energy efficiency.

An energy efficient target tracking protocol for localizing
the position of targets is developed in this paper. The idea is re-
ducing the number of working sensors for target tracking, and
also retaining the quality of tracking results at an acceptable
level. The network operations have two modes. In the detection
mode, when there are no events of interest in the field, the
sensors should be ready to detect any possible occurrences.
In the tracking mode, the network should react in response to
any moving target and the sensors collaborate in measuring the
target’s movement. For target tracking, only the area around
the target should be covered with certain degree (e.g., tracking
target localization using the trilateration approach requires at
least three samples), and other area can have lower coverage.
It is not necessary to awaken all sensor nodes around the target
if there are three or more sensors performing sensing task. The
strategy can save more energy, but has not been mentioned in
existing target tracking protocols.

The simulation result indicates that the method does not
increase the working sensors even if the number of targets
increases. In addition, the simulation result also shows that
the proposed approach actually prolongs the network lifetime
by putting more sensor nodes into sleeping mode.

II. RELATED WORK

Target localization is a high-end application in sensor
networks. In order to achieve the goal we should take the
following things into consideration. Firstly, the coverage for
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target detection should be ensured in the network. Secondly,
a protocol for target tracking should be well defined. Each
node should know when to wake up for sensing or forwarding
data and when to go to sleep for preserving energy. Thirdly,
the distance to the target can be measured and the position
of target can be calculated. Coverage problem, target tracking
and localization issue in wireless sensor networks have been
intensively studied in recent years. And we briefly review
related literature here respectively.

A. Network Coverage

Coverage of sensor network has great impact on the quality
of target tracking. The coverage problem has been studied
extensively, especially combined with connectivity and energy
efficiency. In the study of combination sensing coverage and
communication connectivity, Wang et al. propose a Coverage
Configuration Protocol (CCP) [2]. CCP can configure a sensor
network to any coverage degree and maintain network connec-
tivity at the same time. Each node in CCP collects neighboring
information and then decides whether it can go to sleep or
not. Under the assumption of disk sensing range, they also
prove that coverage implies connectivity if the communication
range RC is at least twice of the sensing range RS . If
RC ≥ 2RS , CCP is sufficient to configure a sensor network
with both coverage and connectivity; if RC < 2RS , they
combine their protocol with SPAN [3] to maintain the network
connectivity. Zhang and Hou aim at finding the minimal
number of sensors that maintain coverage and connectivity [4].
Coverage with minimal overlap is achieved when the locations
of any three neighbor sensors form an equilateral triangle
with side length as

√
3 times sensing range. Based on the

optimal conditions, an Optimal Geographical Density Control
(OGDC) algorithm is proposed. Huang and Tseng provide a
Perimeter-area Coverage (PC) algorithm for verifying if the
network satisfies k-coverage condition, which is true if every
location of area is covered by at least k sensors [5]. Wu and
Ssu propose an approach to determine the active nodes for
full coverage without location information [6]. Wang et al.
study the coverage problem for target detection and define
the sensing region according to detection constraints in terms
of false alarm probability and missing probability [7]. They
also study the coverage problem for target localization [8].
Based on their results, the disk coverage model requires 4.64
times more sensors for localization compared to detection
applications. The number of required sensors for localization is
only 1.8 times more than that for detection, when using sector
coverage model. But the sensors need to be equipped with
multiple directional antennas in the sector coverage model.

B. Localization

Localization provides location information not only for the
sensors but also for the targets in the sensor network. Local-
ization algorithms can be classified into two main categories,
range-based approaches and the range-free approaches. Range-
free approaches are suitable for the applications where the
required location accuracy is less critical. Ou et al. propose
a range-free localization scheme with aerial anchor nodes

[9]. The sensor nodes use the information from aerial anchor
nodes to calculate their positions. In range-based approaches,
the following ranging techniques [10] are used for distance
estimation: RSSI [11], ToA [12], TDoA [13] or AoA/DoA
[14].

1) RSSI: The RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator)
technique is based on the fact that the radio signal attenuates
exponentially with the increase of distance. According to the
receiving power, the distance can be evaluated by translating
the power loss with theoretical model.

2) ToA and TDoA: ToA (Time of Arrival) and TDoA
(Time Difference of Arrival) techniques evaluate the distance
by translating the propagation time between two nodes with
known signal propagation speed.

3) AoA: AoA (Angle of Arrival) or called DoA (Direction
of Arrival) techniques measure the position by geometric
relationships with the angle where signals are received. ToA,
TDoA and AoA techniques can typically achieve better accu-
racy than RSSI techniques, because radio signal amplitude is
affected by environmental factors [15].

C. Target Tracking

The problem of tracking targets with sensor networks has
received attention from different viewpoints. An information-
driven sensor collaboration mechanism is proposed [16]. In
this mechanism, measures of information utility are used to de-
cide future sensing actions. Both research papers study track-
ing schemes based on different binary sensor model [17], [18].
The former sensors provide information such as whether a
target is moving towards or away from them. The latter sensors
determine whether the target is in their sensing range or not.
Yang and Sikdar develop a distributed cluster-based protocol
for target tracking sensor networks [19]. Three sensors are
used to detect the target in the cluster which the target is
moving toward. The next location of the target is predicted
using the last two measured locations of the target. Zhang
and Cao introduce tree-based tracking approaches in sensor
networks [20], [21]. They formalize the tracking problem as
a multiple objective optimization problem where the solution
is building a convoy tree sequence with high tree coverage
and low energy consumption. In order to construct such a
convoy tree, global information is required. In addition, con-
siderable energy is spent on computing and communication to
maintain a convoy tree. Gui and Mohapatra study both power
conservation protocols and sensor deployment schemes [22]
that can be integrate with with other target tracking protocols.
Du and Lin propose an energy management protocol for target
tracking sensor networks [23]. The protocol allows sensors far
away from targets going to sleep and guarantees the tracking
of target at the same time.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In our system model, we focus on tracking the location of
internal target sources. Each sensor is aware of its own position
to estimate location information of the target using ranging
techniques [11]–[14]. Among those ranging techniques, RSSI
technique is applicable to any wireless sensor device without
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Fig. 1. A target is detected by multiple sensors. Sensor nodes N1, N2, and
N3 are activated.

any cost of extra hardware. Thus, it is assumed that sensor
can receive a specific signal transmitted from target. Target
detection is declared by a sensor if received signal strength
exceeds the threshold. In this case, it is said that the sensor
is activated. As shown in Fig. 1, where sensor nodes N1, N2,
and N3 are activated since received signal strength of each
sensor exceeds the threshold. At each data sampling time, the
activated sensors forward their positions and measurements
with sampling timestamp to the sink rather than compute
the target location by cooperative signal processing. Without
exchanging time series sampling data among neighbor, it can
save more energy and release the computational loading of
sensors.

A. Signal Propagation Model

Both theoretical and measurement-based propagation mod-
els indicate that average received signal power decreases
logarithmically with distance, whether in outdoor or indoor
radio channels. Such models have been used in the literature
extensively. For instance, the widely used propagation model,
log-distance path loss model [24], considers the received
power as a function of the distance between transmitter and
receiver. Since this model is a deterministic propagation model
and gives only the average value. Another propagation model,
log-normal shadowing model [24], is introduced to describe
the irregularity of received signal power. That is

PL(d)[dB] = PL(d) + Xσ

= PL(d0) + 10n log(
d

d0
) + Xσ

(1)

and

Pr(d)[dBm] = Pt[dBm]− PL(d)[dB]

= P0 − 10n log(
d

d0
) + Xσ

(2)

where PL(d) represents the path loss, PL(d) is the mean of
path loss, Pr(d) represents the received power, P0 denotes
the initial power transmitted from transmitter, d is separation
distance between transmitter and receiver, d0 is the close-in
reference distance which is determined from measurements
close to the transmitter, Xσ is a zero mean Gaussian random

variable with standard deviation σ. And it is supposed that the
initial power transmitted from target is known. For the applica-
tions of tracking internal target source, it is not an impractical
assumption. Thus, the estimated distance which differs from
real distance due to quantization errors and thermal noise
can be computed by power strength received from sensors.
The expected target transmission range RT is defined as the
signal propagation distance where received signal strength
equals to detection threshold without considering the noise
from environment.

B. Localization Method

In this paper, the sink has to compute the location of
target according the collecting data sampled from sensors.
The lateration method for determining the position of target is
applied. From the estimated distances d̃i and known positions
(xi, yi) of the sensors, the following equations are derived:

(xi − xt)
2 + (yi − yt)

2 = d̃i

2
, (3)

for i = 1 ∼ n, where (xt, yt) denotes the location of target.
And the following linear equations in the form Ax = b can
be derived by subtracting the first equation from above n
equations except the first one itself, where

A =

⎡
⎢⎣

2(x2 − x1) 2(y2 − y1)
...

...
2(xn − x1) 2(yn − y1)

⎤
⎥⎦

b =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

x2
2 − x2

1 + y2
2 − y2

1 + d̃1

2 − d̃2

2

...

x2
n − x2

1 + y2
n − y2

1 + d̃1

2 − d̃n

2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

Finally, the above linear equations can be solved using least-
squares approach, and then the location of target (xt, yt) can
be gotten.

Using lateration to get an estimated position at an accept-
able level requires at least three measurements from different
locations. If the sink only gets one record at the time, the
location of sensor which samples the data will be the estimated
position. In another case, if the sink has two records sampled
from different sensors, the midpoint of two sensors will be
the estimated position. Besides, the sink cannot separate one
target from other near targets. The target classification problem
is not our concern in this paper.

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME

For a target tracking sensor network, the network coverage
requirement at the detection mode is far from the one at
the tracking mode significantly. The detection mode requires
coverage close to full coverage on the whole region. However,
the tracking mode requires an intense coverage covered by
at least three sensors simultaneously in order to support sink
to localize the position of target. Only the area around the
target requires high coverage degree at each time. From the
perspective of power saving, many studies and measurements
have shown that sensor idle listening consumes 50 to 100%
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Fig. 2. The targets in the shaded area can be detected by at least three sensor
nodes.

of the energy required for receiving. Considerable energy is
wasted when sensors are in idle mode for most of the time with
nothing is sensed. The idea of our proposed method is making
most sensors go to sleep to save significant amount of energy.
In order not to sacrifice the functionality of target localization,
a small number of sensors are chosen to ensure the network
coverage for tracking and detection. The sleeping sensors will
not wake up until next round begins. To minimize the number
of working sensors while preserving network coverage, the
optimal deployment pattern has been shown in [4]. But it
cannot support enough coverage degree for target tracking.
So the pattern is extended to suit the situation as shown in
Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, RS denotes the sensing range of each node,
and the blue, red and green nodes represent active sensors
selected to maintain the network coverage for target detection
and localization. The yellow node represents the intruder or
the target that run into our monitored area. The target under
the shaded area can be sensed by at least three sensors.
When target is moving under the shaded area, sensors can
support enough sampling measurements for sink to localize
the position of target. If there are no interesting events in
the monitored region, active sensors in blue color are enough
for retaining the network coverage for detection mode. The
active sensors in red and green color can turn off their sensing
component to save energy. In order to recover the coverage
for tracking mode immediately, they should still keep their
transceiver on.

To achieve the topology shown in Fig. 2, the proposed
protocol is divided into three phases as shown in Fig. 3. Firstly,
the sensor network is initialized including synchronization and
route setup. Secondly, a set of sensors are selected to maintain
the network coverage for target detection and localization.
Thirdly, the network dynamically adjusts the coverage accord-
ing to the position of targets. Finally, the whole network begins
a new cycle after performing the tracking works for a certain
period. The activities which occur during each phase will be
described in the following respectively.

Fig. 3. Phase transition of the proposed scheme.

A. Network Initialization Phase

In this phase, there are two main functions required to
be achieved, including time synchronization and forwarding
route creation. Both of them need system wide broadcasting,
so combining those two functions into one sending packet
can reduce communication overhead. The forwarding route is
constructed with minimal hop count route strategy.

At first, sink broadcasts an advertisement message to its
immediate neighboring sensors. Each advertisement message
contains the packet sending time, the hop count to the sink,
and the location of sender. In the packet broadcast from the
sink, the hop count is set to 0. Initially, the hop count to
the sink is set to infinity at each sensor. After receiving
an advertisement message, each sensor will adjust its clock
according to the packet sending time and put the message
in its buffer. The sensor postpones the transmission of the
advertisement message until the back-off timer expires in
order to reduce the collision. The sensor only rebroadcasts
the advertisement message with updated minimal hop count,
new sending time, and location. Before rebroadcasting the
advertisement message, the hop count value is increased by 1
and the packet sending time is renewed by the adjusted local
clock. If the advertisement message with the actual minimal
hop count arrives before the expiration of the back-off timer,
the broadcasting of message with a non minimal hop count will
be suppressed. The number of broadcasts from each sensor
depends on the length of back-off time. Increasing the back-
off time significantly decreases the number of broadcasts.
However, a long back-off time also increases the total time for
the completion of this phase. Thus the back-off time is tuned
to be the function of distance between sender and receiver. The
farther distance from advertisement sender to received sensor
it is, the shorter back-off time sets in the received sensor. The
tuning of back-off timer not only speeds up completion of
initialization phase, but also reduces the number of broadcasts
in the whole network. The algorithm for network initialization
phase is shown in Fig. 4.

In the synchronization part, the clock of sensors far from
the sink may fall behind the clock of sink due to the delay
of propagation and processing. Nevertheless, the lagging of
clock does not impact the application of localization operated
on the sink. Sensors receiving the same event triggered by
target are related in spatial view, so the clock time difference
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Definition:
MR: the received message.
N : the sensor node processing received message.
A.b: the value of b stored in sensor A or the value in b field of message A.
|A − B|: the Euclidean length between A and B.

Algorithm in Network Initialization Phase

When the node receives a message MR.
while (1) do

switch(MR.type)
case 1: advertisement message

if(MR.hop count + 1 < N.hop count)
N.hop count ← MR.hop count + +;
N.local clock ← MR.packet sending time;
set back-off timer(|MR.sender location − N.location|);

break;
.
.
.

end switch
end while

Fig. 4. Algorithm in network initialization phase.

in those sensors is bounded at once propagation time plus other
sending and receiving process time. Sink treats those packets
as the same group if the difference of packet sending times
does not exceed the threshold.

B. Node Selection Phase

In node selection phase, the goal is determining a set of
sensors to maintain the network coverage for target detection
and localization. The first step is deciding the starting sensor
nodes to drive the whole network. A sink-assisted selection
method is utilized to choose starting nodes. At the beginning,
sink broadcasts a hello message for collecting the information
of neighbor sensors. Sensors that receive the hello message
from sink will return a message including their identity,
residual energy, and the location of themselves. Then, sink
decides the starting nodes based on the residual energy in
order to balance the energy consumption. A sensor with higher
residual energy has a greater chance to be a starting node.

For satisfying the coverage requirement of different situa-
tions (detection mode and tracking mode), the starting nodes
are classified into two types. One type is sentry node and
the other type is guard node. The former is responsible for
the coverage in detection mode and notifies the guard nodes if
target goes into the monitored area; the latter helps sentry node
to maintain the coverage around target. When sink chooses the
sensor with highest residual energy to be starting sentry node,
other starting nodes are chosen according to the location of
starting sentry node as shown in Fig. 5.

Only two other starting guard nodes are selected by sink.
The ideal position of two guard nodes are (RT , θ + π/6) and
(RT , θ − π/6) respectively in polar coordinate system with
origin as the location of starting sentry node. RS denotes the
sensing range of each sensor. The angle θ is generated from
a uniform random number in [0, 2π]. θ should be attached in
the selection message for the following steps. If there is no
sensor at the ideal location, sink always chooses the nearest
sensor to be starting guard node.

The second step of this phase is flooding discovery message
from starting nodes. Discovery message is used to find other
nodes that cooperate with starting nodes. Sensor nodes process

Fig. 5. The ideal places of starting guard nodes according to the location of
starting sentry node and random angle θ.

Fig. 6. Six ideal places based on the optimal deployment pattern in sender’s
view with random angle θ.

discovery message based on their status. There are three states
in the status of each sensor: NULL, WORK, and SLEEP. At
the beginning of each round, all sensors set their status to
NULL state. Sensors change their status into WORK state
when they receive a selection message from sink or their
selection timer expires. As soon as sensors set their status
to WORK state, they broadcast the discovery message that
contains the location of sender, the group identity and the
angle generated by sink. The starting sentry node and guard
nodes select their members separately by the group identity
in their discovery message. For instance, a new guard node
in guard node+ group cannot be selected by the discovery
message sent from a sentry node even a guard node in guard
node− group.

After receiving a discovery message, sensor sets its selection
timer according to the location of sender and the random
angle θ. In order to matching the optimal deployment pattern,
each sensor calculates the distance between its location and
the position of six ideal places in sender’s view as shown
in Fig. 6. Each sensor selects the minimum value among the
six distances and uses the value to set selection timer. The
smaller the value is, the faster the selection timer expires.
Sensors close to the ideal places have high probability to set
their status to WORK state. A sensor may receive discovery
messages from different groups and then sets selection timers
for different groups. Different selection timers count down
in parallel until one of them expires. If a selection timer
expires, sensor will become sentry node or guard node based
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TABLE I
NODE STATUS IN DETECTION MODE AND TRACKING MODE

Detection Mode Tracking Mode
Node Type sensor radio sensor radio
sentry node on on on on
guard node off on on on

SLEEP node off off off off

on group identity. When a sensor sets its status to WORK state,
it will cancel all the selection timers and ignore discovery
messages from any group. Other sensors around the ideal
places will become WORK nodes when time goes by. But
they are redundant nodes for network coverage. An effective
mechanism is proposed to eliminate the redundant nodes. If a
sensor receives a discovery message before the selection timer
for the same group expires, it will check whether the distance
from sender to its position exceeds the sensing range or not.
The selection timer will be suppressed if the distance does
not exceed the sensing range. Otherwise, the selection timer
continues to count. Once the selection timer is suppressed,
the sensor loses the chance to become a WORK node in the
same group which suppressed timer stands for. In this way, the
redundant nodes around the ideal places can be eliminated.
When the selection timers for the three node groups are all
suppressed, the sensor will set its status to SLEEP state until
next round begins. The SLEEP nodes turn off their sensing
and radio components to save energy. The algorithm in node
selection phase is shown in Fig. 7.

C. Target Tracking Phase

After node selection phase, all sensors set their status
from NULL state to WORK state or SLEEP state. Only
sensors in WORK state are responsible for the target detection
and localization. The network operations have two modes.
During the detection mode, no interesting event occurs in the
monitored area. Only sentry nodes maintain the coverage for
target detection and guard nodes turn off sensing component to
conserve energy. If the target moves into the monitored area,
the region around the target operates in tracking mode. When a
target is detected by a sentry node, the sentry node broadcasts
an alert message to its neighbor guard nodes in order to
support enough measurements for sink to localize the position
of target. After receiving the alert message, guard nodes switch
sensing component on and start tracking the target. Table I lists
the node status in different operation modes. Finally, when the
target moves further away and guard nodes do not receive alert
message for a period of time, they switch back to detection
mode and turn off the sensing component.

It is assumed that the targets move into the monitored
area from boundary. Therefore a method for enhancing the
coverage along the boundary without waking up other nodes
is proposed here. Sink broadcasts a boundary message which
contains the information of boundary area over the whole
network. Every sensor in WORK state verifies if its location
is inside the boundary area. All WORK nodes in the boundary
area turn on the sensing component no matter they are sentry
nodes or guard nodes. Other sensors in the center region of

Definition:
MR: the received message.
N : the sensor node processing received message.
A.b: the value of b stored in sensor A or the value in b field of message A.
|A − B|: the Euclidean length between A and B.
Pi: the ideal position based on the optimal deployment pattern in sender’s
view with random angle θ, for i = 1 ∼ 6.
RT : the expected target transmission range.

Algorithm in Node Selection Phase

When the node receives a message MR.
while (1) do

switch(MR.type)
.
.
.
case 2: hello message

create a new message MN ;
MN .type ← ”information”;
MN .NodeID ← N.id;
MN .energy ← N.energy;
MN .location ← N.location;
send MN after random back-off time;

break;
case 3: selection message

if(MR.NodeID = N.id)
N.group id ← MR.GroupID;
N.angle ← MR.angle;
set N.status WORK;
send discovery message;

break;
case 4: discovery message

if(N.status = NULL)
N.angle ← MR.angle;
if(|MR.sender location − N.location| < RT )

switch(MR.GroupID)
case 1: sentry node

suppress selection timer of sentry node group;
break;
case 2: guard node+

suppress selection timer of guard node+ group;
break;
case 3: guard node-

suppress selection timer of guard node- group;
break;

end switch
if(all selection timer are suppressed)

set N.status SLEEP;
shutdown radio and sensing component;

else
switch(MR.GroupID)

case 1: sentry node
set sentry node selection timer as function of
min(|Pi − N.location|);

break;
case 2: guard node+

set guard node+ selection timer as function of
min(|Pi − N.location|);

break;
case 3: guard node-

set guard node- selection timer as function of
min(|Pi − N.location|);

break;
end switch

break;
.
.
.

end switch
end while

Fig. 7. Algorithm in node selection phase.

monitored area turn off their sensing component even they are
sentry nodes. When a target is detected by a sentry node in
the boundary area, the sentry node informs neighbor sensors
in the center region to turn on the sensing component by alert
message as original method.

In this protocol, sensors track the target in a simple way.
They just report the detection timestamp, their locations and
measurements to the sink through the minimal hop count route
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Definition:
MR: the received message.
N : the sensor node processing received message.
A.b: the value of b stored in sensor A or the value in b field of message A.
Tk: the time which sensor needs to keep the sensing component on for.

Algorithm in Target Tracking Phase

When the node receives a message MR.
while (1) do

switch(MR.type)
.
.
.
case 5: alert message

start sensing component;
if(sensor belongs to guard node group)

set sensor timer(Tk);
break;
case 6: boundary message

if(sensor has not sent boundary message yet)
if(N.location in boundary area)

start sensing component;
else

shutdown sensing component;
send MR after random back-off time;

break;
case 7: forwarding message

if(MR.hop count > N.hop count and MR.NodeID is not in queue)
MR.hop count ← N.hop count;
add MR.NodeID in queue;
set forward timer(random time);

if(MR.hop count = N.hop count and MR.NodeID is in queue)
cancel forward timer;

break;
end switch

end while

Fig. 8. Algorithm in target tracking phase.

built in the first phase. The detection timestamp obtained from
the alert message is used as event identity. Only sensors in
WORK state with less hop counts forward the measurements
for the sensors with more hop counts. A sensor cancels its
forwarding timer if it hears the same measurement with the
hop counts equal to its. The advantage of this way is that it
defers the complex processing of the sensing measurements
to the more powerful sink and reduces the communication
overhead. Finally, the algorithm in target tracking phase is
shown in Fig. 8, the actions taken when timer expires are
shown in Fig. 9 and the types of messages used in our scheme
are shown in Table II respectively.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The proposed protocol is implemented with ns-2 [25] sim-
ulator and a series of experiments for performance evaluation
are also conducted. The performance of the proposed scheme
is also compared with other two schemes: (1) an energy
management protocol for target tracking sensor networks
—SNEM [23] with minimal hop count routing rather than cell
relay routing as original; (2) OGDC [4] algorithm combining
proactive wakeup algorithm [22] for target tracking with 40%
duty cycle rate in sleep mode. SNEM and OGDC+PW are used
to denote the two schemes mentioned above. In the following
simulation, all parameters are shown in Table III respectively.
The energy model referencing the characteristic of real radio
module in [13] is used. The sink is static at the center of
simulation area. The target moves across the network from
boundary. The mobility of target follows the random waypoint

Definition:
MR: the received message.
N : the sensor node processing received message.
A.b: the value of b stored in sensor A or the value in b field of message A.
|A − B|: the Euclidean length between A and B.

Algorithm for Timers

When timer expires.
while (1) do

switch(type of timer)
case 1: back-off timer

MR.hop count ← N.hop count;
MR.location ← N.location;
MR.packet sending time ← N.local clock;
send MR;

break;
case 2: selection timer for sentry node group

N.group id ← ”sentry node”;
set N.status WORK;
suppress other selection timers;
send discovery message;

break;
case 3: selection timer for guard node+ group

N.group id ← ”guard node+”;
set N.status WORK;
suppress other selection timers;
send discovery message;

break;
case 4: selection timer for guard node- group

N.group id ← ”guard node-”;
set N.status WORK;
suppress other selection timers;
send discovery message;

break;
case 5: sensor timer

shutdown sensing component;
break;
case 6: forward timer

send corresponding MR;
remove MR.NodeID from queue;

break;
end switch

end while

Fig. 9. The actions taken when timer expires.

TABLE II
THE MESSAGE TYPES USED IN OUR SCHEME

Type Content Purpose
advertisement
message

[type, hop count, sender
location and packet send-
ing time]

construction of minimal
hop count route and syn-
chronization

hello
message

[type] collecting the information
from neighbor sensors

information
message

[type, NodeID, energy and
location]

acknowledgement for
hello message

selection
message

[type, NodeID, GroupID,
angle]

assigning starting nodes of
each group

discovery
message

[type, GroupID, angle and
sender location]

selecting other nodes that
should stay awake

alert
message

[type and timestamp] informing other nodes to
track target

boundary
message

[type and boundary infor-
mation]

distinguishing boundary
area from monitored area

forwarding
message

[type, hop count, NodeID,
timestamp, location and
measurement]

supporting measurements
for sink

model. The target is always present in the network during
most experiments. Four main metrics are used to evaluate
the performance of proposed protocol: (A) coverage ratio, (B)
quality of target localization, (C) energy consumption and (D)
network lifetime.
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TABLE III
PARAMETER VALUES USED IN SIMULATION

Parameter Setting

Simulation area 100 × 100 m2

Number of nodes 100 - 1000
Sensor deployment Random (uniform distribution)

Target transmission range 15 m
Communication range 30 m
Maximum target speed 10 m/s

Time of each round 1000 s
Data transmission rate 19.2 kbps
Transmission power 17.76 mW

Receiving power 12.50 mW
Idle power 12.36 mW

Sleep power 16 μW

A. Coverage Ratio

In order to calculate the network coverage, the simulation
area is divided into 1 × 1 grids. A gird is said to be covered
if the center of the grid is covered by at least one sensor.
Coverage ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of covered
grids to the whole grids in network. Due to that the target
moves across the network from boundary is assumed. The
coverage in boundary area impacts whether the target can
be detected or not. The boundary coverage ratio is defined
as coverage ratio but the region is limited in the area with
specific width from boundary. The boundary coverage ratio
with different node populations is shown in Fig. 10. Our
approach gets higher coverage ratio in the boundary area when
only 100 sensors are deployed, due to the boundary coverage
enhancement method mentioned in Section IV-C is used. In
our approach, the number of sensors in boundary area with
sensing component in operation is more than the number in
other two schemes. However, the benefit is not so obvious with
the rising of number of sensors. All the schemes approach full
coverage after the number of sensor achieves 400.

B. Quality of Target Localization

In order to compute the location of target, each sensor
estimates the distance with RSSI ranging technique. To char-
acterize the distance error, the real measurements are used
in [26]. The authors derive an error standard deviation of the
ranges as a function of the signal strength. And they also show
the probability density function of their signal strength mea-
surements fits the Gaussian distribution curve which matches
our system model. Thus, their error standard deviation is used
when sensor estimates the distance in our simulation. The
localization estimation error represents the quality of target
localization. It is defined as the Euclidean distance between the
real coordinates and estimated coordinates of the target. The
average localization error with different node populations is
shown in Fig. 11. The mean values and the standard deviation
are depicted for different number of nodes. All three schemes
compute the location of target using the lateration method. In
our approach, the average localization error does not increase
too much even though the number of measurements delivered
to the sink is less than other two schemes. Because our
sink receives lesser measurements to localize the target, the

Fig. 10. Boundary coverage with (a) 5m and (b) 10m width boundary area.

Fig. 11. Variation of the localization error with varying node populations.

standard deviation of localization error is higher than other
two schemes. And the accuracy does not improve too much
as the number of sensors increases.

C. Energy Consumption

In this experiment, the number of sensor nodes is fixed at
500. And the number of targets varies from 0 to 4. Fig. 12
shows the total energy consumption in the first round when
different number of targets moving across the network. Both
SNEM and OGDC+PW spend triple times more energy than
our proposed protocol even there is no target in the network.
The main energy consumption is still on the sensor idle time.
In SNEM, sleeping nodes have to periodically wake up for
a short time to receive the message. The message is sent by
the active node when it detects the target. The summation
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Fig. 12. The total energy consumption in the first round with varying number
of targets.

of energy consumed by each sensor for waiting the message
contributes most of total energy consumption. In OGDC+PW,
sleeping nodes have 40% duty cycle rate to maintain the
proactive wakeup mechanism. So each sensor still waste too
much on preparing to track target. In our approach, only a
small number of sensors are selected for tracking the target.
The other sensors can go to sleep and do not wake up until
next round begins. Thus, considerable energy is saved. And the
number of sensors for target localization is fixed even though
the number of targets in simulation area increases. So the total
energy consumption increases slightly in our proposed scheme.
Both in SNEM and in OGDC+PW, the sensors around the
target are awakened to track the target. Therefore, that the
number of sensors for target localization is more than ours
reflects in the rising of the total energy consumption.

Fig. 13 shows the percentage of working states of nodes in
the network. Active state represents that both sensing and radio
components are turning on. Ready state denotes that only radio
component is on. Sleep state means that both two components
are off. Deep sleep state is the same as sleep state but without
periodically waking up. The number of active nodes increases
as the number of targets raises in the network. And the number
of active nodes plus ready nodes is stationary due to only a
set of nodes selected for localization and tracking.

D. Network Lifetime

Network lifetime is one of the important metrics for eval-
uating the performance of sensor networks. And the network
lifetime is defined from the perspective of services. In this
experiment, the sampling rate of each sensor is set to be 1Hz
and only one target moves in the network. If the sink receives
insufficient (below three) measurements from network twice
continuously, then the network is said to be dead. The network
lifetime with different node populations is shown in Fig. 14.
The main reason why our approach prolongs 2.4 times the
network lifetime longer than other two schemes is the same
as the reason described in Section V-C. The network lifetime
grows longer when the number of sensors increases. The more
sensors in the network, the more sets of sensors can share the
load of target localization in our approach. However, the other
two schemes cannot get the benefit of dense node deployment

Fig. 14. The network lifetime with varying node populations.

due to that they use all the nodes around the target for target
localization. The network lifetime thus increases little even the
number of sensors achieves to 1000.

VI. CONCLUSION

For prolonging the lifetime of sensor networks, reducing
the energy consumption is an important issue. In this paper,
an energy efficient protocol for target localization is developed
to reduce the waste of energy. The energy conservation and the
quality of target localization are trade-offs in sensor networks.
Exploiting the features of target localization applications and
sensor networks, this protocol keeps the functionality of lo-
calization and decreases the number of tracking sensors at
the same time. Due to the selected sensors for target tracking
and localization, other unselected sensors can conserve their
energy by sleeping rather than wake up periodically. The
simulation result indicates that our proposed method does
not increase the working sensors even the number of targets
increases and prolongs the network lifetime by scheduling
more sensor nodes in sleeping mode.
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